A cold atom temporally multiplexed quantum
memory with cavity-enhanced noise suppression
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Abstract
Direct long-distance transmission of optical quantum information
is not possible due to losses. To overcome this, quantum repeater
have been proposed [1] that rely on entanglement distribution.
Entanglement rates in quantum repeater schemes scale with the
number of modes that can be stored in quantum memories

We demonstrate a temporally multiplexed quantum memory in a
cold atomic cloud. We store 10 temporal modes while maintaining
non-classical correlations between write and read photons [2].
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Schematic cavity-enhanced multimode storage in DLCZ-type
cold atom quantum memory

Background – Entanglement Transfer and Memory-Based Quantum Repeater (QR)
Multimode quantum memory allow for rate gain
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Sketch of a BDCZ-type quantum repeater [2]

Background – DLCZ-type Light-Matter Interface [4]
D2-line of 87Rubidium & B-field induced
Zeeman splitting

Source of light-matter entanglement based on cold atomic ensembles
87Rb
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A weak Write pulse scatters off-resonantly on the atoms. For sufficiently low
excitation probability p, only a single atomic excitation ȁ1𝑠 ۧ is created,
heralded by a write photon:
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Later, readout of the excitation by a strong, resonant Read pulse. Due to
collective rephasing, we read out into a well-defined spatio-temporal mode.

Techniques for multimode operation & multimode noise suppression [5]
A magnetic field gradient is applied during the
writing, causing a rapid dephasing of the spin
wave:
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Subsequent field reversal leads to rephasing.
The read pulse is sent in a feedforward away.
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Less dephased noise with cavity.
Noise suppression scales with cavity finesse.
Cavity resonant to horizontal write photon.
Vertical read photon is coupled out.
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Multimode Storage: Combining rephrasing & enhanced emission [2]
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High correlations &
low crosstalk

Reduced background

Raw retrieval efficiency in a 6-mode experiment with and
without cavity, for the same p1 mode ≈ 4%.

Cross-correlation between the different 6 write and read modes.

Residual background limited by field insensitive transition.

Off-diagonal g(2)w,r limited by field insensitive transition.

Multimode Storage: Cavity advantage in correlation & coincidence rate [2]
Cauchy-Schwarz
for classical fields

Rate increase by
x7.3 @ 10 modes

Cross-correlation vs. number of modes, with and without
cavity, for the same psingle-mode ≈ 4.5%.

Coincidence rate and write probability vs. number of modes, with
cavity, for the same psingle-mode ≈ 4.5%.

Correlations limited by dephased spin wave noise.

Coincidence rate limited by storage time & B-field fluctuations.
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